This article offers the stratigraphic analysis of modern Kazakh personal names. The data necessary to complete this study was collected from the birth records at the Departments of Civil Status Registration Offices (Almaly, Alatau, Auezov, Bostandyk, Zhetisu, Medeu, Nauryzbai, Turksib regions) of Almaty city. More than five thousand personal names of newborns born in 2010 are subjected to this analysis. Modern Kazakh personal names are classified according to ethno-linguistic groups and subgroups. The ethnolinguistic aspect of the research allowed to reveal features of formation and development of modern Kazakh anthroponymy. The results of the study indicate that the Kazakh people were able to preserve the historical memory of culture and develop national traditions of naming through historical periods. The results of the research indicate that the national code of culture is preserved in Kazakh naming system as a fact of historical memory, the national traditions of naming are maintained accordingly. However, it should be noted that currently Kazakh anthroponymology is developing in four directions. Firstly, the Turkic-Kazakh traditions of naming are preserved, which are fundamental in the development of Kazakh anthroponymy. Secondly, there is an increase of Arabic names, which is associated with the growth of religious sentiment in society. Thirdly, penetration of Russian and European traditions of naming into Kazakh naming system. Fourthly, the occurrence of a new trend of naming: the formation of double names through a hyphen, double names that are written separately or together.
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Языковая атрибуция современной казахской антропонимии

В настоящей статье представлен стратиграфический анализ современных казахских личных имен. Источниками исследования послужили актовые записи отделов регистрации актов гражданского состояния (РАГС) города Алматы: Алмалинского, Алатауского, Ауэзовского, Бостандыкского, Жетысуского, Медеуского, Наурызбайского, Турксибского районов.

Антропонимы развиваются в соответствии с различными ситуациями в обществе, подвергаются изменению по значению, форме, структуре. Анализу подверглось более пяти тысяч имен новорожденных 2010 года. Современные казахские личные имена классифицируются по этноязыковым группам и подгруппам. Этнолингвистический аспект исследования позволил выявить особенности формирования и становления современной казахской антропонимии.

Результаты исследования показывают, что в казахском именнике сохраняется национальный код культуры как факт исторической памяти, следовательно, сохраняются национальные традиции именования. Тем не менее, следует отметить, что в настоящее время казахская антропонимия развивается в четырех направлениях. Во-первых, сохраняются тюркско-казахские традиции именования, которые являются основополагающими в развитии казахской антропонимии. Во-вторых, наблюдается увеличение арабских имен, что связано с ростом религиозных настроений в обществе. В-третьих, проникновение в казахский именник русской и европейской традиций именования. В-четвертых, возникла новая тенденция именовательства: образование двойных имен через дефис, двойных имен, которые пишутся раздельно или слитно.
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‘The name of a thing is its soul’
F.M. Cornford from Religion to Philosophy

Introduction

Naming system of any language is distinguished by their peculiar national characteristics. However, due to various cultural and historical events, anthroponyms of different linguistic cultures have affected and influenced on each other.

It is known that proper names are borrowed more often and more easily than appellatives by virtue of their lexical values. (Superanskaya А.V.& et.al.,1986: 132).

According to Kazakh academician A. Kaidar, before the spread of Islam, in accordance with Old Turkic tradition, Kazakh tribes took personal names from Orkhon, Yenisei and Talas inscriptions (the most ancient writings on the surface of stones). In old days the following names as Дала, Буха, Туман, Темир, Туглык, Кутлу, Тока, Буга, Тогрул, Монке, Кабан, Алптэкін, Ертөлө were given to newborns. From the beginning of the IXth century Islam started to develop intensively in Turkic world, there was a huge influence of Arabic tradition on Turkic personal names (Kaidar А., 2005: 56).

In another study, Kerimbaev studied proper nouns in Kazakh folklore and emphasized the impact of Eastern folklore and culture on anthroponyms in fairy tales. According to Kerimbaev, in Eastern fairy tales the following Eastern names as Ёсөндир, Рустем, Фархад, Шырын, Сейфул-Малик, Ирангаитп шах Габбас, Атымтай, Нашаван, Сулеименаре widely used. Arabic-Iranian (Persian) anthroponyms are also met in Kazakh epos and epic poems (Kerimbaev D., 2004: 27).

According to scientist K. M. Musaev in order to conduct systematic investigation of anthroponyms in Turkic languages, it is necessary to develop integrated classification of anthroponymic system. One of the basic realization principles is the classification of anthroponyms according to layers. While analyzing the Kazakh lexicon he considered the following layers on the basis of lexical nomination and word formative affixes (Musaev K., 1984: 206):

1) original Turkic layer
2) borrowed layer – reflection of the historical, cultural, social and economic contacts of the Kazakh people with neighboring nations (Turkic, Iranian, Slavic and etc.).

Experiment

This study aims at analyzing modern Kazakh personal names on the basis of above mentioned
classification. The data (birth records) collected from the Civil Status Registration Departments of Almaty city. All registered personal names are categorized and analyzed using T. Zhanuzakov’s Kazakh-Russian dictionary of names “Esiminiz kim? Vashe Imya” (Vocabulary “What’s your name?”).

The data necessary for the analysis were categorized into seven main ethnolinguistic layers.

**Ancient Turkic personal names:**

Male names: *Adai* – youngling, in an extended sense means baby, child, infant; *Alpamys* – alp (hero, strongman) + mamysh (hero-knight); *Edige* – good-natured, big-hearted; *Darkhan* (tarkhan) – plural form *tarkhat*, in ancient Turkic written monuments means fame, rank; *Edil* – the name of the river Volga; *Ertis* – this name is given to the baby born on the banks of the Irtysh river; *Oraz* – happiness, luck; *Ruslan* – in old Turkic *arslan* means lion; *Syrym* – tolerance, persistence, forbearing;

Female names: *Bayan* (ancient Turkic, Mongolian) – strong, powerful, wealthy; *Orazgul* – oraz in old Turkic means happiness, luck, *gul* from Persian translated as flower, in other words *flower of happiness*; *Sandugash* (Sanduvach) – nightingale; *Ruslana* – female form of the male name Ruslan with ending “*a*”.

The percentage of native and borrowed names is indicated in diagram 1. The number of male names given to newborns in 2010 was about 633. The percentage of Kazakh (Turkic) names is about 30.65%. The names of Arabic origin are around 32.23%, whereas from Persian is 5.06%. The rate of hybrids is 27%. The rest of male names are borrowed from Hebrew, Germanic, Latin, Greek, Mongolian, Slavic, English, Spanish and Celtic.

The number of female names given to newborns in 2010 was about 482. The percentage of Kazakh (Turkic) names is around 31.74%. Names of Arabic origin comprises 26.52%, whereas from Persian is 9.33%. Hybrids in Kazakh naming system constituted 21.38%. The rest of female names are borrowed from Hebrew, Latin, Greek, Mongolian, Slavic, English, Spanish and other languages.

**Kazakh (Turkic) personal names:**

Male names: *Abai* – elder brother. But this meaning has the following options as: 1) writer M. Auezov interprets Abai as “observant, forethoughtful, thinker”; 2) in Kazakh Soviet Encyclopaedia reveals the meaning of this name is explained as the real name of *Abai Kunanbayev* – Ibragim. Abai is a diminutive form of the name given by his mother “older brother”; *Aibar* – magnifical, high-spirited, courageous; *Ansagan* – waiting, longing for the child; *Bauyrzhan* – bauyr in Kazakh means blood relative, *zhan* in Persian is interpreted as soul, in general associated with the meaning as philanthropic; *Eldar* – patriot who loves his Motherland, nation; *Erasyl* – real hero; *Erlan* – growing up brave; *Zangar* – huge, high, magnificent;

Female names: *Azhar* – beautiful appearance, pretty face.; *Akzhan* – honest, impeccable; *Ademi* – beautiful, lovely, gorgeous; *Nurai* – nur + *ai* (moon-light), in Arabic *nur* means ray of light, in Kazakh *ai* translated as moon; *Saule* – gleam, shine; *Symbat* – gracefulness, elegance, loftiness; *Togzhan* – affluent, substancial; *Shattyk* – merriment, joy;

Most of the widely spread Arabic personal names were of appellatives. The representatives of the ruling class in society used Arabic titles, ranks in addition to their personal names in order to show their nobility. For instance: *Baraksultan, Kunanbai kazhy*. These titles sometimes were given as names to children of the ruling class. For instance: *Sultan, Amir, Malik* and etc. (Ondasynov, 2011: 5-7).
Agabekova examined personal names borrowed from Arabic, divided them into thematic groups taking into regard their historical-ethnographic significance. She emphasized the personal names as the most beloved names to Allah and the names of Prophets: Abdirahman, Abdirashit, Abduali, Abdirahim, Abdimalik, Abdihzappar, Abdikappar, Allaberd, Zhapparkul, Rahmankul, Muhammed, Ahmet, Isa, Musa, Ibrahim(Abraham), Zhupis (Joseph), Zhunis (John), Dauit (David), Ahmetzhan, Kulamet and etc (Agabekova Zh, 2005: 4-7).

After accepting Islam Kazakh families took note of names from Kur'an and Bible-connected with holiness and shrine. Linguistic forms as "olla/ulla" – Allah; "abd/abdi" – slave are widely used in Arabic personal names (Smagulov, 2006: 7).

Telkhoza Zhanuzakov noted that the impact of the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way. The number of proper names derived from the Arabic language varied, it had not affected on all Turkic languages the same way.
Linguistic attribution of modern Kazakh anthroponyms

Ishak, and etc.) and these forms were assimilated by the Turks, which gives reason to consider them as Arabic borrowings" (Mahpirov, 1979: 23-29). According to the scientist above mentioned anthroponyms are derived from Hebrew through Arabic.

Zakiryanov explained the reason of widely spread Western European in connection with the process of interrelated names given to family members. She investigated Bashkir names borrowed from foreign languages and gave examples of such name combinations as: Charles Darwinovich, Albina Rimovna, Florida Marselevnа (Zakiryanov, 1970: 154-157).

Results and Discussion

Personal names borrowed from other foreign languages:

Male names: Arthur (Celtic) – strong, powerful; Denis (in Greek Dionysus) – (God of wine, winemaking, grape cultivation, fertility); Dias (Spanish Diaz) – day, day time, this name was given in honor of the hunt and the moon; Ibragim (Hebrew) – transformed from the name Abraham; Illyas (Hebrew) – power, strength;

Female names: Bella (Latin) – pretty, beautiful, gorgeous; Venera (Latin Venus) – God of love and beauty; Diana (Latin) – the name of the goddess of the hunt and the moon; Zhanna (Hebrew) – pigeon; Klara (Latin) – light faced, clear, bright; Tamara (Hebrew) – date palm; Elvira (Spanish) – protected; Emma (ancient German) – precious, affectionate, friendly; Elena (Greek) – sunshine, light;

According to Smagulov, the combination of lexical and morphological elements of two or more foreign languages appeared in any language is called hybrids or hybrid names (Smagulov, 2006: 7).

Musabaev studied the history and the periods transformation of personal names derived from Arabic and Persian into Kazakh. In his research he stated that derived words from Arabic and Persian came through the Tatar language in the west, the Uzbek and Tadjik languages in the east (Musabaev, 1959: 55).

Doszhanov considers the interrelation of Turkic and borrowed personal names as indication of unity (Doszhanov, 2001: 20).

Arabic-Kazakh hybrids

Male names: Akylbek – arab. akyl (intelligence) + kaz. bek (representative of feudal society); Asylkhan – arab. asyl (dearest, precious) + kaz. khan; Aliykhан – arab. gali (highest, high-minded, great) + kaz. khan; Amirkhan – arab. amir (ruler, governor, decree) + kaz. khan; Imanzhol – arab. iman (religious faith, belief) + kaz. zhol (way); Nurzhigit – arab. nur (light) + kaz. zhigit (man, male); Nurtilik – arab. nur (light) + kaz. tilek (wish); Ualikhan – arab. uali (ruler, principal, relative) + kaz. khan;

Female names: Ayslai – arab. asyl (dearest, precious) + kaz. ai (moon); Asylarai – arab. asyl (dearest, precious) + kaz. arai (dawn, sunrise); Nursulu – arab. nur (light) + kaz. sulu (beautiful, pretty); Nurhanym – arab. nur (light) + kaz. hanym (misress, madam); Nurseizim – arab. nur (light) + kaz. sezim (feeling); Nurshuak – arab. nur (light) + kaz. shuak (beam);

Kazakh-Arabic hybrids

Male names: Aisultan – kaz. ai (moon) + arab. sultan (ruler of administrative and territorial districts in the Kazakh steppe), Akadil – kaz. ak (white) + arab. adil (honest); Bekaidar – kaz. bek (representative of feudal society) + arab. haidar (strong, powerful); Erdaulet – kaz. er (man, male) + arab. daulet (affluence, wealth); Ernadi – kaz. er (man, male) + arab. madi (substantial, material); Ermuhammed – kaz. er (man) + arab. Mohammad; Kuanadil – kaz. kuan (look forward, be glad) + arab. adil (honest); Khandiyr – kaz. khan + arab. diyar (country, region, province);

Female names: Aizhamal – kaz. ai (moon) + arab. zhamal (beauty, prettiness, charm, attraction); Ainur – kaz. ai (moon) + arab. nur (light); Akziya – kaz. ak (white) + arab. ziya (glitter, shine, light); Balhadisha – kaz. bal (honey) + arab. Hadisha (prematurely-born); Zhasnur – kaz. zhas (young) + arab. nur (light); Erkenur – kaz. erke (naughty, spoilt) + arab. nur (light);

Shaihulov studied Kazakh and Bashkir personal names derived from Arabic and Iranian. He states that the common name stock of the Kazakh and Bashkir peoples were increased by many Arab-Persian names. Today they are perceived as Kazakh and Bashkir names. First of all, these are the names that by their phonetic and morphological features could easily be assimilated with local names: Dilbereg (bashk.) – Dilbara (kaz.) – “sweetheart, beloved”; Para (bashk.) – Sara (kaz.) – «mistress, lady»; Ielile (bashk.) – Zhalila (kaz.) – “majestic, gorgeous’andso on” (Shaihulov, 1984: 88).

Rustemov in his research “Arab-Iranian borrowed words in the Kazakh language” contends that there are about 15% (percent) of Arab-Iranian loanwords in the Kazakh language word stock (Rustemov, 1963: 4)

Arabic-Iranian hybrids

Male names: Alizhan – arab. gali (highest, high-minded, great) + iran. zhon (soul); Kasyzmhan – arab. kasym (handsome, good-looking, gallant)
Female names: Aishabibi – arab. gaisha (cheerful, hedonistic) + iran. bibi (mistress); Aklyzhan – arab. ahl (intelligence, mind) + iran. zhn (soul); Alyzlere – arab. asyl (dearest, precious) + iran. zere < zer (gold); Nurzada – arab. nur (light) + iran. zada (baby, child); Nurtibi – arab. nur (light) + iran. bibi (mistress); Nurdana – arab. nur (light) + iran. dana (sagacious); Aizhan – kaz. ai (moon) + iran. zhon (soul); Aizere – kaz. ai (moon) + iran. zere < zer (gold); Akzer – kaz. ak (white) + iran. zer (gold); Bekzada – kaz. bek (representative of feudal society) + iran. zada < zade < zaidan (baby, child);

Male names: Armanali – iran. arman (dream) + arab. gali (highest, high-minded, great); Zhanasyl – zhn (soul) + arab. asyl (dearest, precious); Dosmuhammed – iran. dos (friend) + arab. haidar (strong, powerful); Mohammad; Zhanaidar – iran. zhon (soul) + arab. haidar (strong, powerful); Zhanuzakov, personal names, geographical names borrowed from Russian into Kazakh in historical and in spoken language were penetrated in the XVII-XVIII centuries. At that time Russian personal names were in small quantity, for example, Andre from Andrew, Meichael from Michael, Mathifrom Matthew, Mariamfrom Mary, Anna, Zhagor from Egor and so on (Zhanuzakov T., 1976: 41-44).

Personal names which can characterize social changes taken place in Kazakh society after October Revolution is called as neologisms by Zhanuzakov (Zhanuzakov T., 1982: 26).

Male names: Zamir (for peace) – for the sake of peace in the world; Marlen – this name is a combination of the first syllables of the following surnames as Marks and Lenin, Renat – combination of abbreviated Russian words as Revolution, Nauka (science), Trud (labour);

Female names: Damira – da zdravstvuet mir (long live the world); Mira – mir (peace, peaceful life); Roza – personal name created from the name of the flower “rose”.

Modern Kazakh names:

Male names: Armil, Adzhen, Ramir, Samit (Summit), Samitkhanka (Summit + khan);

Female names: Aidina, Inel, Aisel, Dinel, Diya, Aruna, Ayana, Gulfar, Darina, Darisha, Ranya, Ramina, Sandina, Sarina;

Conclusion

The naming of persons is an integral part of the language picture of the world, moreover, anthroponyms directly reflect the historical course of socio-cultural events. Thereby, anthroponyms as...
a model of interaction of cultures are considered to be invaluable historical sources. Intercultural communications contribute to enrich anthroponymic fund of each nation. The study of ethnolinguistic aspects of anthroponyms allows to provide insight into the main stages of the historical development of the targeted people.

The results of study lead to the conclusion that modern Kazakh anthroponymy is developing in three directions:

- first of all, the Turkic-Kazakh tradition of naming which is fundamental in the development of the anthroponymic system continues to evolve being filled with new personal names.
- secondly, the eastern tradition that came into the Kazakh national space with the adoption of Islam, is developing intensively.
- thirdly, in recent years Russian and European traditions have been penetrated into Kazakh national traditions of naming.
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